
Benefícios do produto

_ Funcionalidade 4DIM num dispositivo (StepDIM, AstroDIM, MainsDIM, DALI)
_ DALI-2 certified incl. Parts 251, 252, 253
_ Grande flexibilidade devido à ampla temperatura de funcionamento de -40 ... 55 ° C ou 60 ºC
_ High surge DALI protection: 1 kV
_ Proteção através do duplo isolamento entre a entrada de corrente e saída LED
_ Optimized NFC for programming from the top: easy accessibility in luminaires

Áreas de aplicação

_ Iluminação viária e urbana
_ Indústria
_ Indicado para aplicações de exterior em luminárias com IP > 54
_ Indicado para uso em luminárias de exterior com classe de proteção I e II

Ficha t�cnica da fam�lia de produto

OPTOTRONIC - 4DIM NFC IP20 G3
DALI-2, AstroDIM, StepDIM, MainsDIM – constant current LED drivers

Características do produto

_ Tensão de alimentação: 220…240 V
_ Wide current output range: 150 mA…1050 mA or 1500 mA
_ Flexibilidade de definição de corrente com um cabo

adicional (LEDset2)
_ Permite economia de energia nas fases de crepúsculo
_ Função DIM de tensão de rede para regulação através de

corte de fase
_ Interface isolado DALI para sistemas de telegestão

bidirecional
_ Standby power consumption: < 0.35 W
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Informa��es sobre aplica��es

Para obter mais informa��es sobre aplica��es e gr�ficos acesse a ficha t�cnica do produto.

Texto ficha técnica

_ To ensure an optimal communication during the NFC programming, the NFC antenna should be placed on the top of the LED
Driver, above the NFC marking. This improves the accessibility to the NFC tag also in application, for instance within
Luminaires.

_ In order to ensure an optimal NFC programming of the Led Driver during the luminaire production, the luminaire maker shall
not place any metal parts in proximity of the NFC reader, at least within a distance of 10 cm.

_ Default output current is supplied without any resistor connected to the LEDset port. As soon as the driver detects one time a
resistor value within the allowed resistor range for more than 3 s, the driver activates the LEDset2 mode.

_ Typical resistor values: 3.33 kOhm for 1500 mA; 4.76 kOhm for 1050 mA; 4.28 kOhm for 350 mA, 33.3 kOhm for 150 mA.
_ In case of miswiring the driver can withstand up to 350 Vac for up to two hours.
_ The driver withstands an input voltage of up to 320 Vac with unlimited time. Shut down of output load might occur in case the

supply voltage exceeds (270 Vac). Under operation conditions in which overvoltage level > 264 Vac occur, the product shall be
additionally protected by an external fuse (400V 4A, time lag, I2 t > 160 160 A2s).

_ Shut down of output load happens if the input voltage of the load is below the allowed minimum output voltage of the driver.
The driver automatically tries to switch on the load cyclically.

_ The driver automatically reduces the output current in case the maximum allowed output power is exceeded.
_ The driver automatically adjusts the output voltage to the maximum output voltage if no load is connected and switches off

the load after some seconds. Hot-plug of the load or external switching on the secondary side is not allowed.
_ The driver is protected against temporary overheating by automatic reduction of the output current down to 30 % and then

switches off.
_ The maximum number of units per circuit breaker is an indicative value due mainly to high tolerance for the tripping current

for narrow pulses.
_ The EQUI pin should be connected to the heat sink of the LED module to improve the surge withstand capability of the system

and EMI in critical luminaires.
_ Several external NTCs are supported for temperature protection of the LED module or luminaire. By default, the following

resistor values are set: start derating: 6.3 kOhm, end derating 5.0 kOhm, shut off: 4.5 kOhm, derating level 50 %.
_ The dimming mode feature is disabled by default. If the dimming mode is changed via NFC while the driver is not powered,

one additional power on/off cycle is needed before the new dimming mode becomes active.
_ The constant lumen feature is disabled by default.
_ For input voltage of 170…190 Vac, the maximum allowed output power is linear limited starting from 100 % at 190 Vac down

to 85 % at 170 Vac.
_ LEDset and NTC functionality share the same connection terminal; both features are not simultaneously available.
_ LEDset functionalities are limited only to the current setting, via codified resistor, and thermal protection via PTC (5V supply,

miswiring protection, thermal protection with NTC are not available).
_ If any output level is below the physical min level, the physical min level will be used.
_ All functionalities are ensured for output cables up to 10 m. For cable length more than 2 m, EMI compliance has to be

checked in the application.

Vendas e suporte t�cnico

Vendas e suporte t�cnico www.osram.br
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Ecodesign regulation information:

Intended for use with LED modules.
The forward voltage of the LED light source shall be within the defined operating window of the control gear in all operating
conditions including  dimming if applicable.

Separate control gear and light sources must be disposed of at certified disposal companies in accordance with Directive
2012/19/EU (WEEE) in the EU and with Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Regulations 2013 in the UK. For this
purpose, collection points for recycling centres and take-back systems (CRSO) are available from retailers or private disposal
companies, which accept separate control gear and light sources free of charge. In this way, raw materials are conserved and
materials are recycled.

Retrata��o

Sujeito a altera��o sem pr�vio aviso. Sempre utilize a vers�o mais recente.
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